
 

Volume 1: Testing & Training Camps  

Fall Testing 

Janelle Khan-Nielsen, 
Canadian Skeleton Athlete 

Starting my journey into the 
2018/2019 Skeleton season with 
testing camps & selection races… 

September/October 2018 Push Testing, Canadian Selection Races 

• Top female 30m Sprint  
• Improved all physical 
testing results from 2017 

• 2nd fastest female push 
start time 

• 7th at Selection Trials in 
Whistler 

• 6th at Selection Trials in 
Calgary 

Testing Results 

Physical Test ing Camp 2018 

Our first National Bobsleigh Canada Skeleton 

(BCS) physical testing camp September 24, 2018,  

at the Olympic Oval included the 30m sprint, 

standing long jump, standing triple jump, 

medicine ball throw and power clean. With my 

teammates and coach’s support, I improved on all 

my testing numbers from last year! I not only met 

the standard sprint time, I ran the fastest 30m 

sprint time of all Canadian skeleton women.  

 

National Push Start testing occurred on October 2, 

2018 at the Ice House at Winsport in Calgary.  
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I had the 2nd fastest push time in testing (5.12 

seconds), and the 3rd fastest Canadian female start 

time overall this season (one athlete tested at an 

earlier camp). This was a new personal best start time 

and an improvement from last year! 

 

I competed at the Alberta Push Championships for fun 

and training on October 6, 2018, in a similar testing 

format, and pushed another new personal best push 

time of 5.09 seconds, winning the competition overall 

as well! 

 

We then travelled to Whistler from October 9-21 to 

officially kick off the start of sliding season on ice, for 

our first sliding runs of the season. We had a week of 

training, then 3 days of official training runs, while 

doing dry land training and enjoying beautiful BC fall 

weather J. We completed the first series of Selection 

Races October 19 & 20 (2 runs for 2 days for a total 

time over 4 heats), where I finished 7th overall. We 

headed back to Calgary for several days of training 

and the second series of Selection Races October 27 & 

28 (4 heat total), where I finished 6th. For my first 

Selection Races, I was happy with my results! 

Push Start Testing 

Skeleton Fun Facts… 
Did you know?: 

• We use special shoes called brush spikes to run 
on the ice – they have several hundred tiny pins  
on the forefoot that dig in to give us grip while we 
sprint to accelerate our sled. 

• Skeleton sleds do not have brakes! After reaching 
speeds of up to ~120-140km/hr, most tracks start 
to go uphill after the finish line. We then lift our 
upper bodies up to create air resistance and dig 
our spikes into the ice to come to a stop. Canadian Selection Races in Calgary 

Calgary has the only North 
American icehouse, and is used by 
most nations each year for push 
start testing and training.  
 
Push testing involves accelerating 
a standard women’s weight sled 
(29kg – men’s weight 31kg) as fast 
as you can from a starting block, 
running on a flat section of ice, 
then running as far as you can 
downhill before loading onto the 
sled.  
 
There are timing eyes at certain 
intervals to record split times and 
speeds, and your overall start 
time. This simulates a start on a full 
ice track. Up to 3 attempts are 
allowed, and your best start time 
and velocity are recorded. 


